Abstract-Flexible grid optical networks are emerging as an appealing solution for future high-speed optical transport because they can provide superior flexibility and scalability and cope with the rapid growth of Internet traffic. This work introduces some simple strategies that help improve spectrum usage in flexgrid optical networks based on limiting the bandwidth flexibility of the requested connections. Link performance improvement is demonstrated by adapting fully elastic optical networks to multibitrate optical networks where only some connection bandwidth values are allowed. With the aim of avoiding useless spectrum voids, the set of bandwidth values that connections can take is appropriately adjusted. By limiting the possible connection sizes, it is analytically demonstrated that some gain is obtained at the cost of losing some flexibility. Simulation results obtained at the link as well as at the whole network level assess the advantages anticipated by the theoretical study.
I. INTRODUCTION
T riggered by emerging services such as high-definition video distribution, IP traffic volume has been exponentially increasing. Furthermore, day-to-day novel application disclosures and endless technology advances guarantee that traffic growth will not stop here. For example, new hardware advances such as multicore processing, virtualization, and network storage will support a new generation of e-Science and cloud applications requesting data flows of 10 Gb∕s up to the terabit level. The predictable consequence is that network operators will require a new generation of optical transport networks in the near future to serve this huge and heterogeneous volume of traffic in a cost-effective and scalable manner [1] . In response to these large capacity and diverse traffic granularity needs of the future Internet, the flexgrid elastic optical network (EON) architecture has been proposed [2, 3] . By breaking the 50 GHz rigid grid limit of conventional WDM networks, EONs increase the flexibility in connection provisioning. To do so, depending on the traffic volume, an appropriately sized optical spectrum portion is allocated to each connection. Therefore, incoming connection requests can be served in a spectrum-efficient manner.
Nevertheless, the EON concept introduces additional challenges to the networking level, especially the efficient connection establishment. Similar to WDM networks, an elastic optical connection must occupy the same spectrum portion between its end-nodes, that is, it ensures the socalled spectrum continuity constraint. In addition, the entire bandwidth of the connections must be contiguously allocated, also referred to as the spectrum contiguity constraint. The routing and spectrum allocation (RSA) problem in flexgrid optical networks has been widely studied, with special emphasis on dynamic (in-operation) network scenarios [3] [4] [5] [6] . There, connection arrival and departure processes are random, and the network has to accommodate incoming traffic in real time. In a dynamic scenario, the spectral resources allocated to connections are released upon tear down, becoming available for future requests. The randomness in the connections' birth and death processes leads to fragmentation [3, 7] of the spectral resources in the network.
Spectrum fragmentation significantly decreases the probability of finding enough contiguous spectrum for establishing new incoming connections, especially those traversing multihop paths and/or requesting large amounts of bandwidth. In fact, new connection requests can be blocked in spite of having enough spectral resources if these are noncontiguous. Keeping spectrum fragmentation as low as possible is a major objective during flexgrid network operation. Nevertheless, fragmentation is intrinsic to the idea of a dynamic flexgrid network, and different ways to reduce its effects have been extensively studied, mainly based on rearranging the fragmented spectrum [8] [9] [10] . The main idea behind defragmentation schemes consists of consolidating the available spectral fragments contiguously so that they can be used for serving new incoming connection requests.
Spectral defragmentation reduces the probability of connection blocking and then maximizes the service capacity of the network. In addition, it enables better network maintenance and more efficient network restoration procedures. While spectrum defragmentation improves network spectrum utilization, the reallocation of connections increases the complexity and hence the cost of the network. Moreover, advanced optical devices such as wavelength converters and tunable optical switches are necessary for realizing such proposals, further increasing the complexity as well as the budget needed to deploy and operate the network. Finally, it is worth mentioning that a significant amount of control plane signaling messages are required to set up and release connections in the network, which burdens the control plane in the network with additional overhead. Minimizing the disruption of connections during defragmentation is a major challenge in flexgrid networks.
Most of the work on fragmentation has focused on reducing its impact once it is present. An alternative approach consists of trying to keep its value as low as possible during network operation. This work is focused on the optimization of link spectrum occupation during flexgrid network operation. If the fragmentation of the links' spectrum is reduced, the amount of actions needed for rearranging it will be less. To achieve this fragmentation reduction, a simple proposal consisting of limiting the elasticity of the offered connections is proposed, and its usefulness is demonstrated analytically as well as by means of extensive simulations, both at the link and at the network level. A few previous works have dealt with the link spectrum model used in flexgrid optical networks [11, 12] . Both of them use Markov chains to derive analytical expressions that model the spectrum occupation in EONs. Nevertheless, these exact solutions require unaffordable computing resources in real scenarios (high-capacity links and high traffic heterogeneity). Indeed, the authors of [11] assess their model for use in a scenario with only two types of connections and with a maximum capacity of 16 connections per link. On the other hand, the authors of [12] derive an exact link model considering different EON characteristics (with or without spectrum contiguity constraint, with or without spectrum conversion, and either random or first-fit assignment) and provide approximations of the exact solution. The authors state that the approximation for the case without spectrum conversion but with contiguous spectrum assignment and first-fit assignment (WOSC-WCSA-FF in [12] ) works only for small capacity links. In our work, we use their spectrum occupation Markov model, but some differences are introduced:
• While in these previous works guard spectrum bands are considered part of the connections for the sake of simplicity, we put special emphasis on their impact on network performance.
• The study is limited to a spectrum window with a size close to the biggest allowed connection. This simplified model focuses on the blocking causes, and once the path has been decided and the spectrum window assigned, the blocking is only possible when the window found is close to the connection size.
This work shows that, by limiting the allowed connection sizes to some selected values, some benefits are obtained. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II is devoted to the analysis of link spectrum occupation, and the main proposals about its optimization are introduced and discussed. Simulation results at the link level that assess the previously introduced concepts are presented in Section III. In Section IV, simulations at the network level demonstrate that the concepts presented are useful when considering the whole network's performance. Finally, Section V concludes the paper.
II. LINK SPECTRUM OCCUPATION ANALYSIS
To accommodate traffic in flexgrid networks, the total available spectrum is divided into constant spectrum units with a granularity finer than the typical 50 GHz grid used in WDM systems. These spectrum units are referred to as frequency slots (FS), and their typical width is 12.5 GHz, although other values such as 6.25 GHz have also been proposed. If a 2 (or 4) THz spectrum is considered for a given link, the number of available FS is 160 (or 320). Each FS can carry some amount of traffic, mainly depending on the modulation format used and the required reach [13] . For the sake of simplicity, this work just focuses on the spectrum (number of FS) used, avoiding the spectral efficiency problem. Each connection is served by allocating a set of contiguous FS to it. In EONs, any number of FS (from 1 to N) is allowed for connections. One FS is usually reserved as a guard-band between adjacent connections. This implies that each connection, assuming that its required bandwidth is BW n FS, is actually occupying n 1 FS. This simple assumption will be of great importance during the rest of this work.
It is easy to understand that the performance of the system clearly depends on the size (number of FS) of the connections. Let us see that by means of a simple example, illustrated in Fig. 1 , where it is also clear that the simple and useful methodology introduced in this work considers each connection as a set of n FS (colored blocks) plus a 1 FS (white blocks) for the guard-band. Due to the randomness of the connections' arrivals and departures, some nonoptimum spectrum usage situations can be reached. These states, shown in Fig. 1 , occur when there is an n 1 FS connection (including a guard-band) allocated in an n 2 FS capable void and are likely to occur when the spectrum assignment strategy is first-fit [14] , which consists of placing the connection in the first capable (from left to right) spectrum void.
In the example, the voids left by C2 (3 FS) and C4 (6 FS) are occupied, respectively, by C6 (2 FS) and C7 (5 FS). Once the connection is allocated, a 1 FS void is created (V-labeled cells in Fig. 1 ), which is useless because the minimum bandwidth required to place a 1 FS connection is 2 FS. It is intuitively deduced that this effect could be avoided by appropriately choosing the allowed sizes of the offered connections, and a key contribution of our work stems from this idea. An accurate study of this imperfection, as well as a simple strategy to overcome it, is offered in the next paragraphs. The possible future events in an N FS spectrum window are analytically modeled as a timehomogeneous Markov chain with a finite state space [11, 12, 15] , and its expected solutions are found. In our study, these states correspond to the possible spectrum void sizes (from 1 to N FS, depending on the connections present), and transitions between them are triggered by the arrival and departure of connections.
Two different Markov chains are drawn in Fig. 2 , which helps clarify the problem modeling. In Fig. 2(a) , a 5 FS spectrum window, where 1-4 FS connections can be allocated, is represented. This bandwidth window can be in six different states:
• F (Spectrum Full). Two combinations are possible: one 4 FS connection (see slots 1-5 in Fig. 1 at t t 1 ) or one 2 FS 1 FS connection (slots 6-10 in Fig. 1 at t t 1 ). It is worth noting that the way the different connections are ordered in the link spectrum has some impact on the system performance (a detailed study is given in [12] ). Our model also takes into account the different permutations inside the considered spectrum window.
• n (with values n 1−4). There is a spectrum void of n 1 FS size, so a new connection (with BW ≤ n FS) could be allocated to it. If a connection death is the next event, the void size will increase (if n 4, the state will not change as this is the maximum size of interest).
• V (Void). An unusable void has been created. This situation is shown in FS 8 and FS 16 of Fig. 1 at t t 3 (V-labeled cells). In this case, it is not possible to fill this void unless an adjacent connection has been previously torn down. As has been noted previously, a minimum of 2 FS is needed to place any connection. Figure 2 (b) represents a system where only odd values of FS per connection are allowed. In this case, it is not possible for the system to fall into the V state because newly arriving connections always fit perfectly into the windows left (all the voids will have an even number of FS as required by the allowed connections).
For the sake of simplicity, diagrams in Fig. 2 represent scenarios with a small number of connection sizes (four in both cases). Nevertheless, the analytical solution to the problem has been found for an arbitrary window of N 1 FS. The rationale behind limiting the bandwidth window under study to the maximum size of the offered connections is obvious: when the first-fit spectrum assignment strategy is applied, the portion of the spectrum involved in the problem, once the path has been decided, will always have this size at maximum. Therefore, for any given connection, the assigned spectrum will be in this range. Conclusions about the behavior of a generic N 1 FS bandwidth window will give us insight into the performance of the link and therefore into the behavior of the whole flexgrid network.
The global balance equations (GBE) of the Markov chain are represented by the matrix in Fig. 3 , where the N 2 possible states are indicated on top and on the left, and the matrix elements correspond to the probability values of changing from one state to any other. By solving the GBE with the additional equation F V 1 2 n N − 1 N 1, which implies that the system must be in one of these states, the expected performance of the system in the steady state is found. In the example shown in Fig. 2 (a), these N 2 states correspond to the voids capable of 1 FS to 4 FS connections, the F state, and the V state.
To determine the matrix elements, we consider that at any moment a connection can be either generated or torn down with equal probabilities. Of course, the bandwidth of new connections is limited to values smaller than or equal to the void size. On the other hand, the birth and death events assume uniformly distributed connection sizes. Obviously, only existing connections can be torn down at any given instant. Following this rationale, it has been found that the set of connection permutations that can be allocated in an N FS window are determined by the Fibonacci succession. Then, the Fi terms in the matrix correspond to the ith terms of the Fibonacci succession. The reader is referred to [16] for a detailed study of this result. This interesting outcome opens the door to new ideas on suitable EON traffic profiles, taking into account the special properties of the Fi numbers, that are left for future study.
Let us go back to Fig. 2(a) to better understand the principles applied in the derivation of the GBE (whose values are given in the left matrix of Fig. 4 ):
• System is in the F state. Only connection death is possible. This is a special state because only a limited set of connection combinations lead to it. Concretely, one 4 FS or one 1 FS plus one 2 FS connection are the only possibilities if N 4, as shown in FS 1-5 and 6-10 of Fig. 1 at t t 1 . There are then three different combinations leading to F for N 4: 4 FS, 2 FS 1 FS, and 1 FS 2 FS. The fourth term of the Fibonacci succession is just 3. Therefore, the arrows departing from F go to states 1, 2, and 4 with probability 1/3. If, for example, N 8 is examined, it is found that 13 different combinations lead to F (7, 5 1, 1 5, 2 4, 4 2, 3 3, 3 1 1, 1 3 1, 1 1 3, 2 2 1, 2 1 2, 1 2 2, and 1 1 1 1). Indeed, 13 is the eighth term in the Fibonacci succession. Assuming that the system is in one of these states, the probability of death of each one of the bandwidth values (n from 1 to 7) is F8 − n, as represented in Fig. 3 's matrix.
• System is in states 1-4. Taking into account again the extra FS used for a guard-band, these states correspond to spectrum windows with sizes 2, 3, 4, or 5 FS. Each state has its particular state transitions. Let us examine state 3 as an example. First of all, the next event being a birth or a death is considered equally probable. If it is a death, the system will go necessarily to state 4 (its size was 3 FS before this death), so the probability of going to 4 is 1/2. If it is a birth, it is equally probable that the new connection is 1 FS (the next state would be 1), 2 FS (next state would be V), or 3 FS (next state would be F). Therefore, the probability associated to each one of these exiting arrows (black arrows in the figure) is 1/6. State 4 is special because we have considered that only connection birth is possible from this state (it is symmetric with respect to state F).
• System is in state V. Only death is possible from this state (as has been explained previously, no connection can be allocated when the system is in the V state). In this case, if the new connection needs 1 FS (this event has probability 1/4), the system goes to state 2. If it is 2 FS (also with probability 1/4), the system moves to state 3. Finally, if the new connection size is 3 or 4 FS, the system goes to state 4 (probability of this event is 1/2).
After solving the GBE for a generic N FS capable window, it has been found that the probability of the system falling into the V state, which can cause the spectrum to waste, is 8.9% when N 8 (8 will be the maximum number of FS per connection used during simulations in the fully elastic case). These equations have also been solved for higher spectrum window values, and the final conclusion is that the V state is very likely to appear. Likelihood results for any N value are ordered from higher to lower values as void sizes range from 1 FS (V state) to (N − 1) FS. Expected probabilities of falling into the V state for different N values, found by solving the GBE, are given in Table I .
However, it must be emphasized that being in the V state does not imply a directly wasting spectrum, as transition to other states will occur sooner or later. Nevertheless, it produces at least some harmful instantaneous effect.
The model shown in Fig. 2(b) represents a system where only connections with an odd number of FS are allowed. In this case, there is no probability that the system falls into the V state as all the allowed connections (with their corresponding guard-band FS) occupy an even number of FS. Therefore, from the point of view of spectrum efficiency, limiting the connection sizes to odd FS values (referred to as the Odd scheme in the next sections) seems to be a good idea. When compared to elastic connection bandwidth values, ranging from 1 to N FS, other combinations are also advantageous. It has been intuitively deduced that, if the allowed number of FS per connection is limited to 2, 5, and 8 (named the 2-5-8 scheme in the next sections), the chances of falling into the V state are also eliminated because, taking into account guard-band slots, all the voids created will be multiples of 3. These pseudo-elastic models where only odd (from 1 to 9 FS) or 2, 5, and 8 FS per connection are allowed (so they should be better classified as multirate instead of elastic) will be evaluated by simulation in Section III and their link spectrum occupation efficiency will be assessed.
As a final contribution to this point, particularizations of the Fig. 3 GBE matrix for the examples in Fig. 2 (N 4 and Odd) as well as for the 2-5-8 case are given in Fig. 4 . It can be seen in Fig. 2 (left matrix) that falling into the V state when the void is ≥2 FS is very likely (the probability ranges from 1/6 to 1/4).
Looking at the spectrum usage problem from another point of view, it is worth noting that the effective capacity of connections (EC) also depends on their BW as a connection with BW n FS actually occupying n 1 FS. Therefore, EC for a given n FS connection is defined as
The average EC can then be found as the product of the EC and the probability of the appearance of every type of connection. EC values have been computed for all the different traffic profiles studied in this work and are given in Table II of the next section. The table concludes that EC values clearly depend on the profile of the offered traffic. As an example, an additional gain of 6.6% (0.7889 versus 0.74) is obtained when using the 2-5-8 scheme with respect to the Elastic case for TP-3. This further enhances the advantage obtained by limiting the BW connections to these selected values and helps in compensating for the flexibility lost when excluding some BW values. With the aim of carrying out a fair comparison, this effect will be removed during simulations by properly defining the maximum link load. It is shown in [17] that the lack of flexibility, which is the main weakness of the 2-5-8 scheme, can be overcome by appropriately mapping the connections. As an example, allocating two 2 FS connections when one 4 FS connection is required would be the solution, but using this strategy would degrade the EC value, as 6 FS would be necessary in the 2-5-8 case, while only 5 FS are used in the Elastic one. A ceiling case with overprovisioning of FS is also considered during the next section's simulations with the purpose of producing a worst-case comparison.
III. SIMULATION RESULTS
As has been stated in the previous section, randomness in the EON connection's birth and death can bring the spectrum to inefficient states where useless voids are created (V state). It has been shown that creating these V states is likely to happen and that they can be avoided by appropriately limiting the sizes of the connections. With the purpose of quantifying the benefits obtained when avoiding the V state, an ad-hoc Matlab simulator has been developed. Its main characteristics are the following:
• Maximum number of FS per link equal to 160. This is a typical value used in previous works, and it has no special relevance to the results obtained.
• Number of FS per connection (BW) ranging from 1 to 8 is considered the Elastic case. It is compared with the Odd case (only odd BW values from 1 to 9 FS are allowed) and the 2-5-8 case (connection sizes are limited to 2, 5, and 8 FS). It has to be emphasized that, due to network fragmentation, larger connections always experience higher blocking because finding enough contiguous FS becomes harder as connection size increases [18] . Therefore, the Odd case has a weakness from this point of view (connections with BW 9 FS are only present in this case). On the other hand, the average connection size is 5 FS for the Odd and 2-5-8 cases, while it is 4.5 FS for the Elastic case. The Elastic case has some advantage here because on average smaller connections will be generated. On the other hand, a lower average bandwidth implies a lower EC value (more FS are wasted for guard-bands), but this effect is offset by appropriately defining [see Eq.
(3)] the maximum link load. • A connection's inter-arrival time (IAT) follows a Poisson
process with an average value of IAT 1. A connection's holding time (HT) follows a negative exponential distribution. The average value (HT) is adjusted to obtain the appropriate offered load values (those that led the bandwidth blocking probability to the desired values).
The load offered to the link is defined as
where the maximum link load (MaxLoad) is defined as
The use of one FS as a guard-band associated with each of the connections is considered here again. It has to be noted that in a perfectly full spectrum (with size of 160 FS), the number of allocated connections could range from 80 (all of them having BW 1 FS so the effective load would be 80 FS) to 16 (if they are assumed to have BW 9 FS, an effective load in this case would be 144 FS). By defining the offered load using Eqs. (2) and (3), the differences in EC (introduced in Section II and whose numerical values are given in Table II) are compensated for, and the effects observed during simulations are only due to the different spectrum usage strategies.
To assess the validity of the results obtained during simulations, different traffic profiles have been considered and are summarized in Table II: • TP1. Corresponds to the uniform distribution. At the generation stage, each connection can take any of the allowed BW values with a uniformly distributed probability. As a ceiling case used for benchmarking, a special mapping of Elastic to Multirate connections with spectrum overprovisioning (Ovp) is also considered (see 2-5-8 Ovp and Odd Ovp in Table II ). In this case, the required bandwidth is always rounded up to the next allowed size (e.g., a 5 FS connection is set up when the incoming demand needs 3 FS in the 2-5-8 Ovp model).
• TP2. Gaussian distribution where the central values (BW near 5 FS) are more likely to appear. The generation of the BW values follows a normal distribution with a mean of 5 and a standard deviation of 2.5. Indeed (and this also applies to the TP3 profile), once each random value has been generated, the closest allowed BW value is selected. • TP3. Also normal distribution but, in this case, the mean value is 5 and the standard deviation is set to 6.5, making the extreme values more likely to appear than those near the average because values below 1 result in a 1 FS connection, and an 8 FS connection is generated when 8 is surpassed.
As was stated in Section II, this work focuses on improving link spectrum occupation by using special characteristics of flexgrid connection requests. The link spectrum assignment (SA) strategy used is first-fit (connections are allocated as far on the left of the spectrum as possible), which has been demonstrated as a good strategy to keep fragmentation at reasonable values [14] . The main idea behind first-fit is keeping the spectrum as compact as possible so more unused FS will be available for future connection requests. On the one hand, using this strategy promotes maximum re-use of the spectrum in the network, which is a key objective to improving EON performance. On the other hand, spectrum fragmentation is somehow minimized because existing voids are occupied as soon as possible. As discussed in Section II, first-fit can nevertheless lead the spectrum window to the V state, which can be harmful for link and network performance. In summary and taking into account that first-fit can undergo some drawbacks with time-varying connections [7] , it is usually assumed to be an optimum SA policy in EONs.
Once all the parameters in the simulation framework are fixed, Fig. 5 summarizes the results obtained in terms of bandwidth blocking probability (BP) versus load offered to the link. The different traffic profiles as well as the different spectrum occupation strategies have been simulated. Some clear conclusions can be extracted from these results. The most important one is that, as expected after the theoretical analysis, the 2-5-8 model clearly overcomes the rest in terms of BP. This is not surprising because it assumes a multirate (not completely elastic) optical network. As was stated in Section II, limiting the possible connection sizes makes the network more robust against fragmentation, especially when the allowed sizes satisfy some requirements (the bandwidth sizes used in this case avoid falling in the V state). It can be concluded that the gain obtained, in terms of BP, is considerable. If we look at BP 10 −2 and consider the offered load values leading to this BP in the different cases, we see that the improvement in terms of supported link load with respect to the Elastic case goes from a very small gain when Odd and TP1 are used (both curves actually cross at this point, and Elastic overcomes Odd) to a maximum gain of 5.5%, which is obtained when the 2-5-8 case and TP3 are considered.
Although these gains might appear to be minor, considering that the offered load has been normalized to its maximum as expressed in Eqs. (2) and (3), a gain of 5.5% actually supposes an average additional effective load of 7.33 FS (more than 90 GHz) used in the link at the same bandwidth BP.
After analyzing these results, it could be argued that they are quite obvious because using only three (2-5-8 case) or five (Odd case) bandwidth values is clearly more advantageous than using the Elastic case where all the sizes are offered. Figure 6 shows the results obtained when Elastic is compared to 2-5-8 Ovp and Odd Ovp. It can be seen in this case that the BP is higher for the multirate schemes. Nevertheless, we must take into account that many additional FS are allocated in these cases. The actual load supported by the 2-5-8 Ovp case is at least 15% higher than that of the Elastic case. This means that there are plenty of allocated and unused FS, which could be utilized in case of time-varying connections (the connection's required BW is increased during its HT) or even if new small connections arrive.
As a final step to demonstrate that the avoidance of the V state is beneficial, simulations comparing the performance of the 2-5-8 case with the 2-5-7 one (connection sizes limited to 2, 5, or 7 FS) were also carried out. Figure 7 shows the obtained results.
It must be taken into account that the 2-5-7 distribution should experience lower BP as larger bandwidth connections always suffer higher BP in flexgrid networks. The results obtained confirm that the strategy proposed (avoiding the V state to reduce the BP) works, as the performance of the 2-5-8 system is superior even considering its drawback using larger connection BW values. Considering TP2 (normal distribution on connection bandwidth with an average of 5 and standard deviation of 2.5), the average size value for the 2-5-7 case is 4.67 (instead of 5 for the 2-5-8 case). To compensate for this difference, the HT/IAT value has been appropriately adjusted, ensuring that the offered load [applying again the Eq. (3) definition] is identical in both cases. It is concluded from Fig. 7 that the obtained gain holds even when the 2-5-8 case is compared with this also limited set of eligible bandwidth values (as in the 2-5-8 case, only three different bandwidth values are allowed). Looking again at BP 10 −2 , it is shown that the load supported in the 2-5-8 case is 2% higher. Thus, on average, 2.7 additional FS would be allocated in the link at this BP value when using the 2-5-8 combination. The advantage of avoiding the V state is therefore undoubtedly demonstrated.
To better quantify the effects of avoiding the V state in the link spectrum, the number of spectrum voids in the link has been monitored during simulations. The curves in Fig. 8 are exemplary of the results obtained. While in the Elastic case the average number of voids during Table II ). Actual supported load in 2-5-8 and Odd cases is higher due to overprovisioning. simulations is around 7, this number is reduced to average values below 5.5 and 4.5 when considering, respectively, the Odd and 2-5-8 cases. Obviously, these values experienced some fluctuations when changing the offered load and traffic profile, but those indicated above are certainly representative.
Let us consider an existing spectrum void A at a given instant with size N 1 FS (so it is able to allocate an N FS connection) that was created when one of the previously existing connections terminated. If a new connection request arrives, it can only be allocated in A if its BW ≤ N. Considering our spectrum allocation policies, in the Elastic case, there are eight different connection sizes (from 1 to 8 FS), while there are five options for the Odd case and only three different sizes for the 2-5-8 case. It is easy to see that the probability of using A in a generic case when the number of possible connection sizes is K will be given by
Therefore, if we use K 3, 5, and 8, (which are the number of sizes allowed, respectively, in the 2-5-8, Odd, and Elastic cases), we conclude that at any given instant the probability of using an existing void is 33% higher in the best case (2-5-8) compared to the worst one (Elastic). This effect is magnified if we take into account that the Elastic case has some probability of going to the useless V state (as explained in Section II), while this is avoided in the Odd and 2-5-8 cases. Therefore, the average number of spectrum voids in the Elastic case is 59% higher than that in the 2-5-8 (7 versus 4.4 in Fig. 7) , having a clearly more fragmented spectrum in the former case.
With the purpose of proving the likeliness of the appearance of the V state shown in Table I as the result of the analytical study, the number of voids with a size equal to 2 FS (corresponding to the V state) has also been monitored during simulations. It has been found that around 11% of the spectrum voids have this size. The expected theoretical value given in Section II when N 8 (see Table I ) is 8.9%. It can be concluded that the simulation results assess the validity of the theoretical model. The slight increase obtained can be due to the effect of the first-fit assignment strategy, which is avoided in the model. All in all, it has been extensively proven that, by sacrificing some flexibility (avoiding some connection BW values in the flexgrid network), a substantial benefit in terms of carried traffic for a given bandwidth BP is obtained. Furthermore, different modulation formats recently proposed give an additional degree of freedom to accommodate different bit rates on a given bandwidth. For example (see [3, 13] for detailed analysis), a 2 FS connection can convey capacities from <40 Gbit∕s (when binary modulation formats are used) to >100 Gbit∕s (if complex multilevel modulation formats and coherent detection are present). On the other hand, if the Odd case is considered, elastic to multirate connection mapping schemes have been proposed [17] that allow combining different connections to attain even FS values. The proposal has obviously a clear weakness in the lost flexibility (connection sizes are limited). On the other hand, allocating, for example, 5 FS when only 3 FS are requested (as has been assumed in the cases with overprovisioning) can be beneficial in the long term if new connections have the same source and destination, or simply the BW requested by the connection increases during its lifetime. However, these effects are left for future study as the purpose of this work is to formulate an efficient way of distributing connections in a flexgrid network.
IV. LINK AND NETWORK PERFORMANCE CORRELATION
When reviewing previous contributions on spectrum utilization in flexgrid optical networks [12, [19] [20] [21] , the focus is usually on the whole network's performance. For the sake of simplicity and clarity, this work has analyzed the problem on a single link so the spectrum contiguity constraint is avoided. Nonetheless, in this section the simulations have been extended to the whole network in order to assess that the benefits obtained at the link level hold.
Considering the NSFnet (14 nodes, 21 links) and the European Optical Network (EONet, 19 nodes, 37 links) topologies (both shown in Fig. 9 ), the correlation between link blocking probability and network blocking probability has been analyzed, assuming the same traffic parameters given in the previous section.
As a first step, the frequency use of each of the links has been measured. It has been found that, using a simple shortest path routing algorithm, the NSFnet IL-PA link is used by roughly 8% of the connections. When analyzing the EONet, some selected links again carry a considerable amount of traffic. For example, link 5-9 (Par-Mil) is utilized by more than 8% of the connections during simulations.
The load offered to the links has been normalized by taking into account the average number of hops (NHops) of established connections so Eq. (2) now becomes MaxLoad 160 NHops BW BW 1 :
The fact that each connection spreads over NHops links is therefore taken into account and actually explains why the offered load per link necessary to reach a certain BP value is lower when the EONet is considered. Other parameters used during simulations are the following:
• Traffic profiles are those shown in Table II. • Source-destination pairs are uniformly distributed among all the network's nodes.
• Regarding the routing and spectrum allocation algorithm for allocating new connections, simulations run a typical k-shortest path (with k 3) routing and firstfit SA [20] .
• The connection bandwidth generation policies follow the schemes previously introduced (Elastic, Odd, and 2-5-8) as the main motivation of this work is just on this point.
Results obtained during simulations assess the validity of Section II's discussions. It is again demonstrated, now at the network level, that the strategy of sacrificing some flexibility provides an additional advantage in terms of supported network load. The obtained results are summarized in Fig. 10 , where it can be observed how performance of the 2-5-8 scheme is clearly superior to the alternative connection generation schemes. Looking again at the BP 10 −2 point, the load supported by the 2-5-8 scheme is around 4% higher than that supported by the other schemes.
When comparing the Elastic and Odd cases at the network level, their performance is almost equal (Elastic is slightly better). At the link level, Odd only outperformed Elastic for very low load values. As has been mentioned, using 9 FS connections implies that finding enough free voids becomes more difficult as load increases.
It can be therefore concluded that the results obtained in this work at the link level can be extrapolated to the whole network performance of the flexgrid. In summary, the thorough study of link performance has some intrinsic value and gives insight into spectrum use strategies to be followed to optimize flexgrid network performance.
V. CONCLUSION
A flexgrid optical network arises as a promising solution for future high-speed optical transmission because it can provide superior flexibility and scalability in spectrum allocation, supporting the diversity of services along with the rapid growth of Internet traffic. This paper introduces some strategies that reduce the link fragmentation to improve spectrum usage in flexgrid networks. The effects of fragmentation on effective spectrum utilization have been analytically modeled, and it has been proven that these effects can be decreased by limiting the allowed connection bandwidth sizes. By means of simulation, it has been demonstrated that such a proposal reduces blocking in the network, as link fragmentation is considerably reduced. Effective link capacity gains of up to 5% have been obtained by applying the strategies proposed. When considering the whole network's performance, gains around 4% in a supported load for a BP 10 −2 have been obtained. These gains are even more enhanced because the spectrum utilization of the new proposed schemes, measured as the number of FS carrying traffic, is actually higher.
